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When Qatar decided to preserve and promote its rich culture to the world, *Clockwise* was produced as the first Qatari feature film. *Clockwise* subtitles, however, contrast the film’s declared purpose of informing foreign audiences about Qatari culture. Many Qatari culture specific items (QCSI) were “lost in translation”; either through omission or domesticated translation. The only way to maintain QCSIs is through foreignizing the translation to preserve the culture. But, is this possible? The paper explores two questions: 1) To what extents can a subtitler foreignize *Clockwise*’s subtitles to maintain Qatari culture-specific items (QCSIs)? 2) What other paralinguistic elements could affect the degree of foreignization? The findings reveal that the degree of QCSI foreignization in the film subtitles depends on four elements: firstly, the subtitler’s expertise linguistic skills in ST and TT languages; secondly, the technical constraints; thirdly, the type of audience, and lastly the popularity of the QCSI or its meaning.
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